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President Ed’s Jottings
A great start to the year, and a big thanks to all
those folk behind the scenes making things
happen, from collecting subs to changing bank
accounts, and from arranging day trips for
climbing, walking and biking to writing up
minutes and newsletters – you know who you are,
and it’s great to be surrounded by a great team.
Despite the continuing crap weather, we’ve been
very active as a club, and we’re looking forward to
better things as the year progresses. Last year
many of the hut meets were over-subscribed, but
we’ve had a couple of meets lately where we could
have taken a few more, so if you’ve not been on a
hut meet recently, why not get your name down
and visit some of the best areas in the country.

Mike G and Ken on the summit of Stob a Choire Odhair on a
perfect winter weather day. A great picture by Claire

As you all know, I’m currently having open
wallet surgery, arranging Andrea’s wedding in April.
As Andrea has grown up with HMC, I was hoping to
invite everyone from the club but, as with all weddings,
there has to be a limit, and there has to be a balance,
but I’m looking ahead to the big day and thanks to
everyone for asking how it’s going. It’s Sat April 27th
3pm Stanton church, then they fly off on Sunday to Bali,
before returning to New Zealand. (Yes. Gets around a
bit!).
After August 11th I’ll be able to get my winter boot
allowance, so I hope you’ll all join me in celebrating at
the annual Stanton Beer Fest & BBQ on the 10th
August… camping/dossing available of course.

Nigel on Green Gully, Tower Ridge, The Ben. Another great pic
this time by Nathan, more ice climbing pix pix on Page 8

Finally, Presidents Meet this year is in Edale. The venue
is excellent, with lots of small bedrooms, large dining
room and lounges, not to mention the excellent walking
from the door. In addition, there is an indoor climbing
wall on site that we may be able to use too. With such a
short drive, we’re hoping to have as many members
there as possible.
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Many of you will know by now that Pat Marston is very seriously ill. Pat, on her own and in support
of Pete, particularly during his presidency, has been an important part of the club over many years.
Many of us have enjoyed her company, generosity of spirit and sparky wit both on the hill and in
huts. Our thoughts and prayers are with her, Pete and their families at this extraordinary difficult
time. It is a mark of the lady that after her terrible news, on our first meeting, with me wondering
what on earth to say, Pat simply came up to and gave an enormous hug, which said everything and
put the situation at ease. Dave G

Skittles Night

After a successful 4th place in
the quiz at The Plough, we’re
looking to build on our success.
We were a bit short on the
music section, so… anyone
want to join us? It’s always last
Thurs of the month, but you’ll
need to be there by 7pm to get a seat…it’s very
popular. £2 each, hot cobs on sale too.
STOP PRESS, came 9th out of 29 in Feb with a
score of 55/90

Thurs March 21st at The Heathcote
Arms, Croft, 7.30pm
Our regular skittles night versus
Rugby Mountaineering Club is on.
Always good for laugh and to meet
some like-minded folk. Food served
at 9pm.
We beat them last time but they
made off with the trophy, so watch ‘em – especially
the score master! Hoping for a good turn out from
HMC. Let me know asap. Thanks. Sue.
Rhayader meet March 15/16

Everest Basecamp
Alan Barfield is off in a few weeks
to Kathmandu and is raising
money for Cancer Research. He’d
love to get to £10,000 and has
raised an incredible £9,700 so
far…and unlike some trips we
know of… all of the money raised
is going to the charity. We gave him some
“experience” in Glencoe last week, although I
suspect he didn’t need it – moves like a mountain
goat. If you would like to donate, see Ed, or do it
online at www.justgiving.com/Alan-Barfield/

A couple of places still left on our first visit to this
venue. www.midwalesfarmstay.co.uk
A cracking area, known as the Welsh Lake District.
Contact Ed for your place.
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HMC’s Crocked Club

Ed’s car, crocked on the way to Rhyd Ddu

Good
Effort

Gareth gives Jo a piggy back from the pub in
Rhyd Ddu as H complete with crutches looks on.
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THE ROCK AND ICE ROUTE BOOK
A compilation of routes entered on the Forum Since Sept. There is no editing or corrections of items posted.

Keith P 18 sept
Little trip to Stanage end on Sunday, with Wingy , only 4 climbs done due to
getting cold and thinking a coffee would be a better idea!
Another turn vs4a* cracking route my lead.
The green streak vs4c** small gear with interesting moves wings lead
surgeons saunter HVS 5b*** what a stinker! Damn this was hard, Wingy tested
the merits of a brass no4 off set, on the 5b section, the rest is 5a and the
trouble don't end there, a battle from start to finish. Steep, sustained, pumps
and hard. Unfinished business!!
The crab crawl s** nice and easy pleasant climbing last route after the battle! My
lead
Over all liking the other end of Stanage!

Keith p sept 25
Wingy and myself enjoyed a swift
trip to stanage high neb on
Saturday! Everything seemed to be
perfect for a solid day of climbing.
First route of the day Wingy's lead,
VS4c inaccessible crack, a good
wake up route, pretty stiff for the
grade but excellent climbing
through out,
Second route my lead VS4c high
neb buttress, now this route had

Keith P
It's Good to see there's still some hard climbers!

previously thwarted me, but today
the gear seemed great and the
moves were easy, however the
battalion of midgets that
descended upon us, following us
up the climb and even staying out
in the sun made this an unbearable
situation! RETREAT was the only
sensible option! Now we just itch
for the privilege!

wobbly flake, this being negotiated a steady traverse
right on unlikely but sticky foot holds lead to the
belay. A jammed rope (always climb on double
ropes) gave seconding the pitch the added peril of a
pendulum swing and being hung be the rope I was
collecting about my shoulders! The final 8 meter
pitch was attacked with the only thought "it's time to
get off this rock and warm the f### up". Back at the
car we poured our selves a hot brew and savoured
the warmth.

It was a cold dark morning, the 4am alarm call came
all too soon. Car packed, weather report checked
and double checked. We set off into the unknown! A
mostly uneventful journey in the dark, dampened
only by the odd shower and McDonalds not being
able to cook our morning hash brown delight.
Upon our arrival, we pawed over the guide deciding
on where to begin. On paper Shadrack buttress
Looked like a good option lots of routes all together,
possible abseil descent, spot on! Instead we were
presented with a glistening oasis of doom. Next stop
merlin buttress, this looked more like it. So route
chosen, Merlin VS5a**' I took the first pitch a most
enjoyable pitch with the option to miss the 5a move
which looked wet so I did the 4c variation! The
climbing above was equally rewarding, with
numbing fingers the ledge and hollow flakes (and
they were hollow) were just the ticket belay built
gloves donned Commander Wing came up, being
hounded by moist midges and a dark view of clouds
across the valley, could our day be cut short?
Commander wings lead; a steep crack loomed
above, but this turned into pleasant 4b moves that
became hard 4c moves via a slight deviation onto
merlin direct and a scary confrontation with a huge

"If we stay in here must longer we'll talk ourselves
into a girdle traverse!"
Racking up at the back of the car, the legend that is
Eric Jones strolled across the road.
"It's good to see there still some hard climbers
about, is it cold up there?"
Hard climbers, the Tremadog legend Eric, called US
hard climbers!! (Still grinning now) Right, something
slightly easier then, Oberon S*, also on Merlin
Buttress. Commander winds lead, and what a
fantastic pitch at the grade, dainty, balancey moves
with small protection but just sublime climbing,
second pitch was a damp chimney that had that
smell you get when you open the lid of an aquarium
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Rock Routes (cont)
without the heat! Easy moves continued on the final pitch. A speedy ascent out of
the wind left feeling warm and up for more!
A quick glug to rehydrate, and Valerie's Rib HS4a**, my lead, another stunning
climb that almost resulted in a breakdown in the first 10 meters, but good steady
moves in a fine position for 25meters, to a grassy ledge, and a final non descript
pitch, ended an outstanding day or rock climbing, topped off being called hard
climbers by a true legend!

Keith P 31 Dec 2012 Chapter 1 : Spooning with Keith

patch of snow! A slight increment in the breeze,
driving icy needles into exposed facial features and
hot aches resulted in a swift descent.

Having heard tell of a wise man living in the north,
we set off on a journey of many perils - rain, fog,
hurricanes, and SteveNav - at Scotch Corner we
picked up a hitch hiker known only as the 'Aonach
Oracle', a man of many words and little experience.

An early girdle traverse of Fort William's gear shops
ensued, the highlight being a gluten free brownie for
Commander Wing at Nevisport.

Continuing our epic journey crossing moors and
mountain to reach HMS Annandale services, finding
no waterfowl and the toilets of mystery, our journey
took us to the 11th wonder of world 'the Erskine
Bridge', so wondrous we decided to drive by it twice!

A momentary lapse in Commander Wing's usual
calm and collected approach to driving and blatantly
obvious Scottish road markings resulted in us being
taken up a wrong un, SteveNav squealed like a pig
and everyone else took it silently and closed their
eyes.

The roads of Loch Lomond were impassably flooded;
using our Thermos mugs to bail out and secure safe
passage allowed our journey to continue, with a
momentary detour to made sure we had been on the
A82. We found a loch at 300m, answering the age
old question 'are all lochs salt water?'. In Glen Coe
our visions of a pristine winter wonderlands were
replaced by fears that the rain would dissolve the
mountains let alone the snow. Arriving at our hotel
we were rewarded by a hypnotic view of the Paps of
Spean Bridge; the Oracle was rendered speechless.

Stomachs refilled, we returned to the hotel bar for a
cheeky half and some light entertainment. The bar
became heavily occupied as if a trap door had been
left opened allowing the residents of Spean Bridge to
join the fray. SteveNav headed to the bar looking for
refreshment and cultural enlightenment...
Steve Nav "what's going on tonight?"
Bar man "it's Mad Saturday"
Steve Nav "Mad Saturday!!?"
Bar man "yeah, you know most places have have Mad
Friday, we have Mad SATURDAY!"
Steve Nav "oh ok!" (Exit stage left)

Humane concern drew us to a sound like a shrieking
hyena, it was the hotel bar! Finding local characters
Shaz, Tray and a third who inspired a possible route
name 'Cougar MILF Buttocks' we set about quenching
our parched throats, and discussing the epic ascents
to be undertaken that weekend...Ending with Four
men three beds, one short straw and eight hours
spooning with Keith!

Despite a room full of local charms, when the local
law enforcement entered the building, we beat a
hasty return to our cabin, accepting the wiener fest
as the safe option.

Chapter 2 : Mad Saturday.

Chapter 3 : Ski Patrols and Malteser bacon frazzle
sandwich.

Having decided on a 7am start the night before, we
left at 730. Parking in the Norf face car park, we head
toward CIC hut hoping that the Met Office, BBC and
MWIS forecasts are all wrong. After a torturous 40
min walk in the dark and the loss of 1 snow basket,
Ben Nevis revealed itself from behind a blanket of
what could possibly have been cloud. A gentle breeze
whisked us off our feet, only to reinforce our grit and
determination to reach a randomly definable point on
the map. A slog only experienced by a few brave
souls who dare took us to the dizzying height of
1000 metres. Clapping eyes on a singular patch of
snow, our four intrepid explorers collapsed to the
floor landing on Commander Wings brand new
trekking poles bending one and instantly inventing
the Leki 'G-spot'. Dusting ourselves off we donned
crampons, unclipped ice axes and walked up the

6am alarm call, the Oracle leapt from his slumber
and prophesied "guard thyne eyes ... big lights on"
and proceeded to hobble to the bathroom. 10
minutes later the rest of the explorers emerged. A
peek through the curtains revealed a scene from
water world, and remnants from Mad Saturday
looking more like Degenerate Sunday. The
enthusiastic posse gathered themselves and
prepared for the day's onslaught. A flash of lightning
illuminated Aonach Mor and the donation box for the
car park. £2 deposited, the decision to climb was
made, bags on and collars braced against the wind
and rain, we climbed up the )cont)
downhill MTB track. 300 meters in height gained a
coffee break was declared, SteveNav lead us through
a shrubbery then straight back out to the path to find
us a sheltered glade.
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Rock Routes Spooning with Keith (cont)

We cracked on, battling an icy barrage stinging our
faces, attacking our resolve and damping our
spirits, upwards we drove, laughing in the face of
our adversary. The next 300 meters became a slog
between snow drifts. Like a desert oasis the lift
station appeared over the brow, a new goal was set,
would the cafe be open? We found the entrance of
the cafe guarded by a mysterious dreaded man of
the mountains parading as ski patrol, he greeted us
"have you just walked up!?" Followed by "come in for
a bit of shelter". Defrosting and depositing a small
swimming pool on the freshly mopped cafe floor,
we drank our coffee, surveyed the blizzard whipping
about the building, what decision to make; 600

metres of ascent to attempt the peak and bag a
Munro, or beat a hasty retreat?
Our new ski patrol friends, 'steered' the decision,
eyeing up the shiny paint work of our pristine
technical axes with suspicion, followed by a
withering eye roll and comment of "you're not
actually planning on climbing, ARE YOU?"(the
question was rhetorical, declared the Oracle)
Thus, a second girdle traverse of Fort William, bag
of chips in a door way, and a fine curry marked the
end of our pursuit of a winter climbing paradise!

keith p sept 25
Wingy and myself enjoyed a swift trip to stanage high
neb on Saturday! Everything seemed to be perfect for a
solid day of climbing.
First route of the day Wingy's lead, VS4c inaccessible
crack, a good wake up route, pretty stiff for the grade
but excellent climbing through out,

Above, and in other pages, a few of the President’s Meet
competition pictures which often don’t see the light of
day after that weekend...and fill otherwise empty spaces.
Thanks to all those snappers out there.
Lakes Meet

Second route my lead VS4c high neb buttress, now this
route had previously thwarted me, but today the gear
seemed great and the moves were easy, however the
battalion of midgets that descended upon us,
following us up the climb and even staying out in the
sun made this an unbearable situation! RETREAT was
the only sensible option! Now we just itch for the
privilege!
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Pete B and Steve P

The Duddon Expedition
Three scrambles linked together for a grand day
out around Seathwaite Tarn
Tarn Beck 2
Little Blake Rigg 2**
Great Blake Rigg 3**

The Stanton Christmas Beer Fest
Stoney Stanton, the home of the beer fest was the
venue for an Ed led walk from the Bulls Head across the
fields for a mass ascent of Croft Hill.The walk soon
however turned into a paddle as the rains of 2012 had
turned
many
fields
into
lakes
finally
The Stanton Paddle

culminating
in an impassable
section at Croft
Hill. A diversion
Top rope for Croft Hill?
was made up the steep slippery slopes of the the hill. While
most made the ascent unaided, Harry and Rich found they had
need of a rope to reach the summit. Fortunately they didn’t
embarrass the club by abseiling down. Returning across the
wet Leicestershire fields for a well earned pint or two or three at
the Bulls Head beer festival. Later that day we all returned, for
a meal and more ale.

Sinc and Sue get the beer in.

Christmas Pud Walk
Twenty Five members
and friends braved
the rain for the start
of the annual walk
only for the rain to
stop as soon as the
walk started. Leaving
the car park at the
Greyhound Pub,
John T and young Ben lead the walk
Burton on the Wolds, John and Stuart led us across the very muddy
fields to Prestwold Park where lunch was taken by the church.
Passing the old WW2 airfield, now used for driving experiences, we
continued through more mud
enlivened by helping to push
a car which had become
stuck. Harry of course was to
the fore and for his pains
Harry gets a rub down!
was covered in flying mud.
Finally back to the car park and an excellent lunch at the pub. The
beer was good too.
John B and young Klara
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Glencoe 2013
Ted, Dave T, Ken, Rich, Claire, Mike G.
Stob a Choire Odhair, 943m 3094ft from Victoria Bridge, Bridge of
Orchy.

Ted, Claire, Ken, Rich and Dave T. Pic by Mike G

A Suncream, shades and sunhat day, although no one had sunhats…
Mike's woolly balaclava was out of place all day. As we reached the
summit, firm snow gave ideal walking, at the summit, there were
fantastic views and no wind. Descending to the col, Ken, Mike and
Claire continued to Stob Ghabhar 1087m. We all met up at the
Bridge of Orchy Hotel, good beer but pricey at £3.80 a pint. All of us
back to the Kingshouse for more beer and excellent food.

Mass ascent of Beinn a Chrieachain,
1081 m 3547ft
Ed, Ian, Allan, Ray, Ken, Ted, Dave, Mike G.

Creag Meagaidh,1130m 3707ft The Munros
Dave T and Ted

Leaving cars at the new car park at Achallader, a five mile
walk in
crossing
streams and
rivers brought
us to a steep
and tedious
ascent on wet
grass to the
snow covered
bealach. A rest
here for food
and donning
crampons, Ken,
Dave T, Mike G and Ken at the summit
Dave, Ted and
Mike continued along the steep ridge into the mist with
Ken remarking nonchalantly that it was not dissimilar to
the Aiguille du Midi arete, non the less we soon
summited and then took a wise decision to return to he
rest of the party …..who had left, leaving us to pioneer a
route through the densely primeval caledonian pine and
birch forest. Crossing the railway line by a rickety bridge
where Ted took a tumble on level ground. Finally
returning to the car park as the sun set. 12.5 miles. 7.5
hours.

As Ken was finding the ice climbing in “good nick”
it left Dave and I to carry on the sport of Munro
bagging.So it was that we followed Stacey and Ken
up to Craig Meggi. They took the low road to Coire
Ardair and we took the high road to the wind
swept and claggy summit of Carn Liath at 1006 m.
Here we met the full force of the arctic wind, and
with temperature already at a forecasted minus 5C
plus a windspeed of about about 20 mph, windchill
was a factor to worry about. None the less with
more layers on we headed westwards with
crampons biting intto the firm snow, towards Stob
Poite Coire Ardair at 1053 mts. Finally the clag
not only lifted but disappeared and the wind
dropped giving a pleasant stroll over the tops until
a steep section complete with a few bloodstains,
not ours, slowed us down for a while. Onwards
now in brilliant sunshine, down past “The Window”
our eventual descent route, diagonally across and
up another ice and snow slope, past a false summit
to the real top of Creag Meagaidh at 1130m.
Returning to “The Window” we descended the
steep snow-filled gully to the frozen Locahan a
Choire where we met Ken and Stacey having
completed their climb ( see Page 8).
PS, Kev and Nigel pointed out that in their opinion
the steep gully was flat. To each their own!

Dave T at the summit of Creag Meagaidh
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ITS NICE ON ICE

GLENCOE MEET

Kev, Nigel and Nathan. The Ben.
Green Gully on the Ben, Grade 4, alternate leads on five
pitches, Another great climb in good conditions and great
weather.
Harry and Stacey followed the same route.
Twisting Gully on Stob Coire nan Lochan
Kev, Nigel
Grade 3/4 150 metres, weather cloudy and windy but a
cracking route. A classic Scottish Snow Climb.
The Ben
Kev, Nigel
Joined a queue under Point Five Gully for an hour, saw it
wasn't moving, went round to Vanishing Gully to find a
similar situation. So returned back to Glencoe.
North Post on Craig Meagaidh, Grade 3
Ken, Stacey
Ken having decided that the route was in good “nick”
and that he had already “bagged” three Munros that
week joined Stacey for this one.

Ken returns to Coire a
Lochan after his climb.
Don’t know who his
admirer is.

Green Gully, The Ben. Harry (above) and (below) Kev,
(right) The route up Staghorn Gully Pix by Nathan
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Staghorn Gully III (3) / Creag Megaidh.
Nigel, Kev, Nathan
19th February 2013
After a great but long day out climbing Green Gully
on the Ben (in it's day, one of the hardest ice climbs
in the world -but that day was in April 1906)
Kev, Nigel and I headed over to Creag Meagaidh.
Although I had done the walk-in to Coire Ardair
twice before, everything had been clagged in, so
arriving on a perfect blue-sky day was a revelation,
with every route perfectly defined by the morning
sunshine. On those previous visits, I hadn't climbed
anything due to poor snow conditions and fear of
avalanche and cornice collapse but today Lochan a'
Choire was frozen across and with rock-hard neve
and ice in abundance there was no excuse of
avalanche risk or collapsing cornices so we set off
up Staghorn Gully (III, 1500 feet).
The first part of the climb is a 1000 foot diagonal
ramp across the front of the main cliff. With perfect
conditions and a line of bucket steps, we soloed
quickly up this. In such still air the glare reflected
from the snow made it feel more like a south facing
Alpine slope on an August afternoon and the biggest
challenge was soon wiping the sweat from my eyes.
Along the way we passed a roped pair including a
man from a French Alpine Club group who were
visiting Scotland. He wondered whether such
weather was typical of Scotland and I was tempted to
tell him it was.
At the top of the ramp, the route takes a short and
narrow ridge then a traverse right above some very
steep ground and I was glad of a top rope from Nigel
to get across to the foot of the upper gully. Kev had
Climbers on the Upper Gully of Staghorn Gully, Pic by Nathan
found a decent rock belay and he led the first pitch.
At the next belay we swapped the ropes around and I led the next pitch on perfect neve with a bulge of soft ice where I placed
a decorative ice screw. Just below some exposed rocks I heard a shout that the 60m ropes had almost run out and I had visions
of having to ask Nigel and Ken to climb up with only a dodgy ice screw between us but, to my relief, there was just enough
rope to reach the security of a couple of good nut placements. From there it was just another 40-50 m of grade 1 ground to a
very small and solid cornice then
we were at the top.
The summit of Creag Meagaidh is
well back from the cliff top but on
such a beautiful day it seemed a
shame to miss it out. Our extra
walk was rewarded with a fantastic
panorama of snow covered peaks
in all directions and sight of a pair
of Golden Eagles soaring over a
wind turbine installation.
Two fantastic mountain days and
two 'Cold Climbs ticks' that have
been on my wish list for a long
time and which I will always
remember
Nathan
Dave T descends to THE WINDOW
(left), the false summit of Creag
Meagaidh in the distance. The real top
is too the right, out of picture
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More from Glencoe

Team East Cottage, Glencoe.
We've been coming to Glencoe Cottages on and off
for over 25 years and have never been disappointed.
The weather on our first day was mixed, with the
occasional shower, so Alan, Ian F and myself opted
for a linear walk along the West Highland Way, from
Kinlochleven to Glencoe, via the Devils Staircase - a
fine introduction to the area.
The following day and a mass ascent of Beinn
Chreachain, near Bridge of Orchy. After a long walk
in (about 3mls) we struck off up for the summit,
reaching the summit ridge in brilliant sunshine but
with a bitterly cold wind. Ray struggled with his
crampons, donated to him by Brian G after he'd seen
them on Antiques Roadshow. We got the mountain
shelter out to get out of the wind, finished off the
crampon fitting and set off for some practice. An
excellent day, with excellent views.
Monday dawned with frost, blue skies and a walk
along another section of the West Highland Way, this
time from Glencoe over to the Bridge of Orchy. The
views and weather were stunning, particularly over
the Black Mount and Rannnoch Moor. I'd opted to
hitch back to Glencoe to fetch the car after our linear
walk of about 11 miles, but was thwarted by some
guy unloading his luggage at the hotel: "Been doing
the West Highland Way?" he asked. "Yes, we said"
and we proceeded to have a bit of banter with him,
after which he offered to run me back to the car.
Upon return, we bought him a beer at the hotel and I
mentioned we were training Alan and he was raising
money for his walk to Everest base camp and had
raised nearly £10k for cancer research. He promptly
gave him £20 towards the charity. Nice guy.
Tuesday: Every trip needs an epic. Cameron
McNeish says in one of his books "there's no such
thing as winter hill-walking in Scotland… it's all
mountaineering". And today he was right. We'd set
off to bag Beinn Sgulaird, on the road to Oban.
Looking for a short day but, after I'd left the map at
the digs, was committed to using memory map!
Having done part of the route with Dave and Julie a
couple of years ago, we set of up the stalkers track
to the col about half way up. With superb weather,
we could see the top, and plodded on up, reaching
the summit at about 1.30pm. from here we had
fantastic views over to the Isle of Mull, into Glen
Etive and of Ben Nevis - stunning. Now to get down.
We (no, I) knew there was a route directly back to
the car. In fact, we could see the car park, 3074ft
below. So, off we set, gently at first, avoiding the
snow. Then a little steeper, but still no sign of the
path. After abbot 45 minutes we suddenly realised
we were surrounded by ice. Ice to the left of us. Ice
to the right of us and a very steep snow slope in front
of us. About 40-60 feet of it at about 75-80 degrees.
Either back up, or down. So, crampons on and Ian
led out onto the slope, swiftly followed by me. Front
pointing and climbing down gingerly, ice-axe buried

to the hilt, and a voice from above…. sorry lads, I
can't do this. Alan didn't have an ice -axe. Sh*t.
Eventually, Ian bottomed out and, whilst I dug in half
way up, proceeded to lob his axe up to me. He
missed me a couple of times, and on the third lob, it
went passed me, just enough for me to catch it on
the way down. I then managed to lob the axe up to
Alan, who was extremely relieved. We'd survived,
and carried on with our interminable slog down to the
valley, finishing in moonlight, smug, but knackered.
Wednesday… guess what. A day off, doing a gear
shop traverse of Fort William.. well' what's left of the
shops in Fort William.

ASK HARRY
Professor Harry Pell is an elderly, Leicestershire
based Professor of Pre-Bronze Age Climbing. In his
youth he made a name for himself discovering long
lost climbing routes in N Wales. Since then he has
spent a comfortable career writing the odd paper and
giving advice at not very well attended lectures.
Although a respected authority on climbing, he has
done little research of any note, but is quite happy to
dispense advice on any subject. You can ask
Professor Harry for advice here in his regular
column, or on his radio show, Harry's Half Hour.
Our first question was from Ray;
What's the best way of fitting crampons to two left
footed boots?
H: Feck Off
And from Ted:
Are you partial to an Old Peculiar?
H: Feck Off
Mr Gillett asked:
What size of incontinence pad is required under the
harness for when the route becomes too difficult, and
should it be odourless?
H: Feck Off
And also from BrIan:
I noticed you have had a nasty cough this week.
Would you like to suck a Fishermens Friend?
H: You can definitely feck off.
Ed
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Out and About
Colin A. 10 Dec WE FOUND SNOW! WE FOUND SNOW!
It was right there on top of Ingleborough this Saturday, so Joshua and
I built a snow man and called it Geofrey. Don't ask why. Route started
from YHA Ingleton via Ingleborough and finishing at Clapham. Mark T
then valiently ran back to the hostel to pick up his bus before
collecting us from the pub. Thus earning his well deserved pint of
Guiness.
Brilliant company with Mark T, Morgan and Grandad Stuart Hewins.
Sunday was totally different weather wise after some rain over night
resulting in Ingleborough no longer being covered in the white stuff so
I will not hold my breath for Geofrey.
The waterfalls trail was spectacular and a nice way to finish off the
weekend.

Dave T 5 nov
Sat.Nov 3rd Dave,Julie,Ed,Sue,Carolyn and
Sinc.
Lofthouse in Nidderdale and up along the
moor edge to Scar House Dam and back via
Moor Lane and Middlesmoor. A 3 season day
(guess which one was missing!) First real
snow of the winter experienced in the form of
a 30 minute horizontal westerly blizzard
blasting over from Great Whernsidesignificant wind chill to add to what was
already a very cold day for early
November.Great views after the storm and
some blue skies before the chill set in again
as evening approached. Then back to
Masham for a spot of refreshment across the
road!

from Ed
Duddon Valley, Lakes, Sept 2012
This was our first visit to Beckstones Cottage, owned by the Achille Ratti
Climbing Club and, although it was a bit tired, it was reasonably well laid out
and had a good log burner to play with.

What a good idea, a husband
creche, by Nevis Sports shop
in Fort William

A number of us had secured an extra night with the intention of getting
something done on the Friday but - as has been the story most of this year –
rain stopped play - although Geoff, Kate, Harry & Stef managed to get a gorge
walk in, below Low Crag, whilst a large contingent refreshed ourselves at the
Newbridge Inn (nice teacakes). Later on we dined at The Black Cock – good food
and beer, and a lot cheaper than the other pub, returning later to the hut for
more of the same. We all had an excellent nights kip and, comparing notes the
following morning, it seemed like we’d all heard the same noises during the
night – herds of wildebeest sweeping across the Serengeti, or something like
that.
Richard, Claire, Brian G and James went climbing on Wallabarrow Crag (brilliant
day said Brian) and Harry & Stef did a circuit of Seathwaite Tarn/Dow Crag. The
rest of us did a twelve mile circuit taking in Grey Friar, Great Carrs, Swirl How,
The Old Man and Dow Crag. No crowds for the most part, and we just managed
to stay below the cloud base. Cracking views but a bit windy on top. Memorable
moments: Cookie lost it; Eddie found it; Jo fell over it and Jane didn’t want to go
up it. What was it? (Answers - see me).

Rich is the perfect gentleman as
he helps Claire through the mud
on the Stanton Beer Fest walk

Pete Beasley had foolishly opted to go scrambling with Ironman Steve Palmer.
You know they’ve had a good day when they get back at 7pm. (Steve managed
two dinners and two puds). Anyway, they did three routes including a gorge
scramble up the cascades on Tarn Beck then onto the impressive stepped
buttress of Great Blake Rigg followed by Far Hill Crag and the obligatory
Newbridge Inn to finish.
As is becoming increasingly popular on the hut weekends, a group meal ensued
on the Sat night consisting of chicken curry or chicken in tomato, and rice,
followed by fruit pie and custard, all for £2 and washed down with lashings of
refreshment! A BIG THANKS to galley slaves Netti, Ian and Kate.
A great night in - which set us up nicely for the Serengeti shuffle.
Sunday…clean and tidy the hut – leaving it a lot cleaner than we found it as
usual, and thanks to everyone who mucked in, it’s always appreciated. (N.B.
apologies have been received from their hut warden). It’s also raining stair
rods…so, off for a gear shop traverse and then back home.
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Its bent in the middle like a one stick fiddle..so I you tell a tale or two.

It could only be Ray, who bent his stick in the middle as he
climbed over some rocks near to the summit of Cader Idris. It
was the Dolgellau meetʼs Saturday day out. Sixteen HMCʼ ers
took the south route from the Minffordd car park on a
somewhat cloudy damp day. No problems until Ray bent his stick
and we arrived at the clag laden summit hut for lunch. Geoff,
Carol and I took a bearing to get us back in a horseshoe way to
the car park and completely lost Edʼs gang in the mist. By now it
was fairly nippy and snowing as we made our way across the
tops before the descent to the car park. Waited for Edʼs group
but no sign so we
went back to
bunkhouse. We
were soon
reunited, they
had taken an
exploratory route
down on the
north side!
Sunday, The sun
shone brightly as
we all took a

The hut at the summit of Cader Idris

shorter and pleasant stroll around the Dolgellau Precipice Walk. It
was Remembrance Sunday so at 11.00 we stood for two minutes
silence overlooking the valleys.
A good
weekend
despite
the rather
cramped
kitchen,
dining,
living
area.

Carol and Sue on Cader Idris

Precipice Walk

Sixteen of us, sixteen
welsh mountain bikers,
complete with home
brewed beer, a ukelele
sing song and their own
“AGM” complete with
speeches. But they were
a good lot and fairly
quiet at bed time.

Llyn Cynwch
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Rhyd Dhu January
First meet of the year saw
Jo arrive with leg in plaster,
serious mountain incident
you may think, rescue,
helicopters and all that. no,
nothing so simple,
apparently she tripped
over, putting on ‘fashion’
boots at home. This didn’t
stop Harry fixing her up
with crampons. During the
day she minded the hut as
the catering staff, Ed,
Nettie, Ian, Sue prepared a
terrific meal for everyone.
And then came the formal
announcement from
Chairman Dave and
Secretary Diane that they
had become engaged. Well
done.
East ridge of Moel Siabod
Saturday, Strong easterly winds so Ted, Gareth, Elvyn, Ray, walked from the cottage past nearby Llyn y Gader
and on to Beddgelert Forest. Over the railway and road to Craig Wen, the end of the Yr Arran ridge.
Descended to the old quarries at Bwlch Cwm Llan where the old tunnels were explored. Back to the cottage
to find everyone else had had short days.
Sunday,Better weather but colder with snow in the air. A mass ascent of Moel Siabod starting from the cafe
at DolGam taking the Pont Cyfng path past the quarries to the east ridge which was climbed as the snow
came down. Descent was made to Plas y Brenin and the paths through the woods brought us back to the
cars and most importantly the cafe. Another good weekend.
Ted

Elvyn and Gareth explore the quarry tunnels
Engaged
Dave and Diane, Snowdon in the background
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Presidents Meet 2012 Chamois Hut

Snowdonia

A return to North Wales after two visits to
the Yorkshire Dales. As usual the highlight
of the weekend was the cordon bleu food
from the staff, Ed, Sue, Nettie, Ian and
others who put in their usual hard work
during the daytime when others were out on
the hill.
The weekend did start with a change as
there was an auction of Don Ward’s
collection of climbing books and an auction
of members spare equipment with a
percentage going towards a charity. As usual

chairman Dave made an excellent auctioneer.
After the meal, the Tat awards were
presented to those whose antics, falls, and
general sillyness had been noted during the
past year. The Presidents Award went to
Gareth and Jo and the Don Ward axe to Martin
W..
After that the annual photo competition with
a difference, the members choose the winners
saving yours truly more ear bashing. Ted

above right, Dave auctions books, above left, , Ed presents the
Presidents shield to Jo and Gareth, and left, Dave hands over the
Don Ward Axe to Martin W for the ascent of Scavenger on
Gogarth - a very serious route on a serious cliff
14

Presidents Meet (cont)
The TATS this year were awarded to Brian G for his appearance naked in the Cairngorms and to Jo for her
part in this and for requesting a taste of the aforesaids grappa in the Dolomites.
Two were given for falls; Eds slippage in the streets of Arraba that he tried to pass off as an epic via ferratta
encounter and Pete H 200+ft attempt at a new club record in the Cairngorms
Kate K putting her boots under the bed and then sending Geoff all the way over the Passo Campolonga to
Corvara to look for them.
Mike G for becoming stuck in a chimney at the Roaches and Nat Barson for becoming just as entangled with
his valiant rescue attempt.
Martin for going anywhere near Surgeons Suanter, A well known 'sandbag', and then for taking the longest
plummet on to the smallest wire as a result.
Steve P and Claire for their epic ascent of First Pinnacle Rib, taking nine hours and ending as dusk fell.
And the late one to Harry for his magnificent Torvil and Dean impression whilst still attached to a bike.
Chairman Dave

Presidents Meet Sunday
Tryfan North Ridge
Ted, Mark T, Roger, Gareth, Jo, Alistair,
Pete.
A wet start to the day but nothing
ventured, nothing gained!
Rocks very slippery in the rain as we
meandered in between the crags trying to
find the way up. Funny despite the number
of times I have done this route I never
seem to the same way twice. I think that
applied to not of the party. None the less
we arrived a the Canon Stone where Jo
insisted on mounting it! Gave the rest of us
a time for a quick nibble then onwards and
upwards being overtaken by goats, dogs and
small children, till we reached Adam and Eve
where the rain finally ceased. Like the previous
day it was never a problem just wet. Everyone
declined to make the traditional jump, due to
the "greasy rock" so we admired the view which
was now extensive with sun shinning on all the
surrounding hills. We pioneered a new descent
from the summit, .i.e. we went off route before
finally getting on to the main path. The sun
now shone, as it does on the righteous as we
made our way down. One problem then arose,
the path marked on the OS map that led back
to the car park ( 659602) from the edge of Llyn
Bochlwyd ( 656594) didn't exist on the ground.
Descending a couple of hundred feet found
another well made path not shown on either
the OS or the Harvey maps which did lead back
to the cars. Another good day.

Summit of Snowdon
Presidents Meet Saturday
13 Went Forth.
Ted, Harry, Roger, Gareth, Jo, Steve (friend of
Gareth), Mark H, Mark T, Colin, Elvyn, Nathan,
Alistair and Pete.
Snowdon via the South Ridge.
A showery 10.00am start to the day as we left
Rhyd Ddu, having left cars back at the Snowdon
Ranger for the return trip. The start is a gentle
incline on the old miners path to the quarries
at Bwlch Cwn Llan. Arriving there at 1100am it
was time for elevenses before turning north up
the steep ridge path. Always an entertaining
walk with a few wet slabs to negotiate. The rain
was never a problem, just damp keeping the
path and rocks a bit slippery. Eventually joined
the main path from Rhyd Ddu for the final pull
to the top. We had seen from the road a
covering of "white stuff" at the summit but up
to the this point it wasn't cold, that changed
suddenly a couple of hundred feet from the
15

Presidents Meet (cont)
summit as we came upon a scattering of snow
probably from the previous night. Not winer
conditions but cold and a few snowballs were
thrown. What was truly amazing was the
number of people at the summit, hundreds of
them, many clad of though they had come off
the train but many walkers. Those of us who
had frequented the top at this time of the year
before couldn't recall ever seeing so many. After
taking dinner, part two, it was now 12.30, we
battled out way to the summit for the obligatory

picture and then left through the melee to the
Snowdon Ranger Path. Within minutes the
weather changed again, out of the snow and
into sunshine for the descent back to the
Snowdon Ranger and the shuffling of cars to get
back to Mark T's van at Rhyd Ddu. A good day,
Eight miles. Many thanks to the drivers and
especially Mark T and his "bus".
Ted

El Cap The Nose, from Tim Newton
I arrived at the belay, tied the rope and shouted
down to Lee that it was fixed. My mouth was
completely dry, my daisy chains which attached my
aiders to my harness had twisted around and
around each other so that they’d become a tangled
mess; the gear on my harness which was well
organised at the start was now all over the place. I
was annoyed but more than anything else
disappointed. Realisation had dawned on me. I
had just arrived at the top of pitch one of the nose
on El Capitan. Thirty more pitches loomed above.
It had taken me twice as long to lead it as it should
have. It had been my first ever aid lead and this
was my first ever big wall. I was classically
underprepared.
We had arrived in the valley at 4am that morning to
sleep in the queue to get into camp 4. At 8 they
opened the kiosk and we got a site. We set up our
tents and got the gear together. The plan was to fix
the first four pitches of the nose to sickle ledge
now, then abseil down fixing our ropes in place and
come back to start properly tomorrow. It was
optimistic and ambitious to get on the wall so
quickly. We were all jet lagged. Also it was very hot
and we weren’t used to it; it was September, but the
locals said that it was still as hot as summer.
There were three of us. Lee, Ewan and me. Lee and
Ewan were here for a rematch. Two years ago
they’d set off up the nose, but Ewan took a fall on
the second pitch and hurt his knee and they came
back down. We drove from camp 4 and parked in
the meadow. It was the first time I’d ever seen El
Cap since we had arrived at night. It was big, but
there was no time to marvel then. We walked to the
base and started scrambling up the first 80 metres
to get to the first pitch.
Only we got on some tricky ground and had to
pitch some of it. Ewan then hurt his dodgy shoulder
scrambling up and decided his shoulder wasn’t up
to it. He abbed off. So now there were just two of
us, and we hadn’t even started yet. The first pitch is
about E3. I decided to wear my climbing shoes for
it, but in the heat and not being used to the
polished granite it turned out that I wasn’t psyched

to try to free climb it, so aid it was. At home I’d
made the decision to take my tightest climbing
shoes to Yosemite, imagining myself free climbing
some 5.11’s with small footholds. It was a big
mistake. It turns out it’s quite painful to aid climb
in climbing shoes, especially tight ones, as your
toes get pushed against the wall whilst standing in
the aiders.
So here I was at the top of the first pitch. My toes
were throbbing with pain, I was hot and thirsty,
tired and disappointed. Lee arrived having jugged
up. At least he wasn’t angry. We couldn’t carry on
that day because we simply didn’t have time. We
abbed off, leaving the rope in place, ready to come
back to the next day. The next day went better at
least. We got up early and jugged up the rope. Lee
lead pitch two, me pitch three and Lee pitch four.
We were still slow, but by midday we arrived at
sickle ledge, fixed the ropes in place and abbed
directly down the blank granite wall to the ground,
using the fixed abseil anchors every 50 metres. We
would go back to camp 4, pack the haul bags and
then come back and haul them in the cool of the
evening to sickle ledge. Only it took us to long to
pack and it was late when we came back. The haul
bags (or the pig as it gets called) were heavy, we
had two haul bags, both completely full l
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, mainly with a total of 50 litres of water, but also
containing about 4 days’ worth of food,2 sleeping
bags, 2 thermarests, 2 jet boils, clothes in case of a
storm, a variety of cameras and go pro’s and
various other things. I jugged up the first rope and
then started to haul. The pig was heavier than me
and I simply couldn’t haul it on a 1 to 1 system, so I
changed it to a 3 to 1, which makes it easier or in
this case possible, but also 3 times less efficient. It
was really slow. Lee had lost a knee pad on the
walk in, so he was Iooking for that on the ground

whilst I hauled the bags up, 50 metres off the
ground. It took nearly an hour for me to haul the
pig 50 metres and It went dark. Lee arrived just
before it did. We fixed it to the belay and abbed off
to go to bed. We’d hoped to have the bags at
sickle ledge that evening, but we’d failed in that
too. Not only that but it was a late finish and we
were tired. It wasn’t going well.
My alarm went off at about 4 the next morning.
Today we would set off. I was completely unpsyched. I wanted to have done the route but I
wasn’t looking forward to actually doing it. I knew
it was going to be tough. Fortunately I didn’t know
just how bad that day was going to be. We started
jugging in the dark, then hauling, then jugging,
then hauling. There was a team about 80m above
us. They had set off a bit earlier and were trying to
do it in a day. Suddenly I heard one of them swear.
A second later something flew past me very quickly
and a second later hit the ground. They had
dropped an ascender. I never saw it fall in the
darkness, but it sounded close as it flew by me
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We
started jugging in the dark, then hauling, then
jugging, then hauling. There was a team about
80m above us. They had set off a bit earlier and
were trying to do it in a day. Suddenly I heard one
of them swear. A second later something flew past
me very quickly and a second later hit the ground.
They had dropped an ascender. I never saw it fall
in the darkness, but it sounded close as it flew by
me. With two of us the best way to haul was for one
person to clip their ascenders onto the dead side of
the haul rope (the end coming out the back of the
pulley) and with their weight counterbalancing the
haul bag, the other person could simply pull the
rope through the pulley with almost no effort. The
bags would go shooting up and the person would
go shooting down. The person effectively had to
jug up the pitch twice, but it was the easiest way.
By about 9 we were on sickle ledge and so were the
bags. We had breakfast Now we would carry on up
and commit to the route
.properly. I lead off, linking the next two pitches. I
was slow again and still making mistakes on lead.
Lee lowered the bags out, then they got stuck
whilst I tried to haul them up. We had hoped to
lead, jug and haul each pitch in an hour, one and a
half tops, but it was taking more like three The
next pitch didn’t go much better. Lee split the
pitch into two. The bags were a complete pain and
so were the ropes. We were leading on a single 70,
using a half 60 as a tag line and then using that to
pull up the haul line which was a static 65. I set off
again on lead. A bolt ladder, and then did a
pendulum into the stoveleg crack, a perfect sided
crack. This crack should have been easy to aid, but
I only had one cam left that fit It was a big
problem, it also meant that I had nothing left to
leave behind as protection.

. Eventually I somehow got up, but by the
time Lee arrived it was dark. The day had
been hot and I’d been unprepared for the
simple practicalities of big wall climbing. I’d
had very little water and was very dehydrated
and we’d had no food since breakfast. I was
exhausted and stressed. We should have
gone twice as far today. Lee refused to lead
in the dark and suggested sleeping here. I
agreed. We were at the top of pitch 8, half
way up the stoveleg crack. There was no
ledge at all, just a crack and a wall of blank
granite. Lee had a belay seat to sit in and I
was stood on a haul bag. Lee cooked some
powdered mashed potato mixed with soup. I
took a mouthfull and almost vomited, I
couldn’t eat, I was just too tired. I didn’t
want Lee to see how exhausted I was by
being sick. I had about five mouthfuls, one
every few minutes and just managed to keep it down.
Then we tried to sleep. I made a seat out of my
aiders, but it was uncomfortable, so I spent the night
partly siting in the aiders, partly hanging from my
harness and partly stood on a haul bag. Little
crawling insects also came out of the crack at night.
Eventually I got used to them crawling over me and
stopped scratching at them. I didn’t sleep much, but
you do drift off a bit. We hung there in the dark, and
waited for it to get light. was afraid Lee would want
to bail in the morning. I’d spent a large part of the
night thinking up arguments for us to keep going if
Lee suggested it. I knew if we went down that I’d be
back one day and the thought of having to climb up
what we’d already done, even though it was only 8
pitches was terrible.
. Even if these were the worst days of my life I would
complete this thing. Never once on the whole route
did Lee suggest bailing and neither did I. The next
day we continued to El Cap tower, the best ledge on
the route.
It was only 6 pitches but it took us all day.
Sometimes it was mind numbing, belaying for ages
looking at my watch, aware of how slow we were
going. Whenever I lead or hauled I just remember
being thirsty. We got to El cap tower just as it was
going dark. It’s only about 4 feet wide and 20 feet
long, but it felt amazing. We had the first good meal
in 2 days and even though there were three other
people on the ledge as well as us, there was still
room for a good night’s sleep. The pitches and even
days merge into each other. Because we had hoped
to do it in 3 days, brought food and drink for 4 days,
but now it was clear that it would take us at least 5
days, we had to ration the food and water. The food
wasn’t really an issue, but the lack of water hit me
hard. I could only have about 3 litres a day and I was
always thirsty. 6 litres a day would have been about
right. After a couple of days on the wall it hurt every
time I pissed and it was dark in colour. We slowly
got higher. Lee lead the most famous pitches, the
king swing and the great roof. It had been his
original idea to come and it didn’t really bother me
which pitches I lead, as long as I did at least my fair
half of the leading and hauling.

On the third day it got dark and we weren’t yet at a
bivi ledge, but we were only one pitch away. I lead to
the ledge only for the haul bag to get stuck on the
horizontal lower out and haul. By the time it was all
sorted it was late. We were still one pitch below the
actual ‘camp 4’ ledge, but we were at an ‘ok bivi for
1’ according to the topo. By our standards it was a
decent bivi for 2. It does mean you’re fairly cozy and
the person on the outside would literally be right on
the edge of the ledge. We always slept tied in. I
slept with 2 or 3 attachments, normally quite tight so
that I couldn’t roll off. On day 4 on the wall we had
started to get into the swing of things. We were still
slow but we were becoming more efficient. The haul
bags were lighter, so the leader could haul by
themselves fairly well whilst the second jugged.
It was still very hot, about 30 Celsius. Looking down
to the valley you could see everyone in the meadows
talking and laughing and playing in the river. There
was one particular rock in the middle of the river. A
big boulder with a flat top which looked perfect for
sunbathing on and diving off. It teased us more than
anything else. The thought of being in the cold river
and being able to drink as much as I’d like was my
heaven.
We arrived at camp 5 above the great roof and
pancake flake. If things went well the next day we
would be on top. I wanted to give us as good a
chance as possible, so I lead the ‘glowering spot’
pitch in the dark. It was the most peace and
enjoyment I felt all route. My mind was clear and
focused. It felt like I was climbing in a bubble with
the light from my head torch. The temperature was
good and the pitch was interesting. I abseiled back
down to the bivi leaving the rope fixed in place.
Dinner was ready for me and the ledge was ok with
just enough room for 2 bodies. We woke up on our
fifth day and set off, soon arriving at the famous
changing corners pitch. It was a slow pitch to belay,
but eventually we were past it. The haul bags were a
nice weight. Hauling was almost fun, racing the bags
up the wall to beat the second. The day passed by
quickly and we had started to run out of light.
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Finally we were on the last pitch, a steep bold
ladder. Lee lead on up it and then I jugged the final
pitch and arrived on the top in the last light of the
day. Thanks goodness it was over.
We dragged and carried all our stuff to the tree at
the top and Lee gave me a hug in celebration. By
now it was dark. It was absolutely great to take off
my harness. That night all I dreamed about was
ropes and being on the wall, which sounds stupid
but it was really unpleasant and annoying. It was
the last thing I wanted to think about.
The next day we decided to walk down as we were
so sick of ropes and harnesses, instead of abseiling
down the east ledges descent. It was a big mistake.
The haul bags were actually really heavy once all
the climbing kit was back in them. It was hot,
dusty, a long way and painfull on my knees and
back. It also took most the day, instead of just a
couple of hours to abseil down the east ledges.
Finally we stumbled into camp 4 in the valley and I
took off the most disgusting socks I’ve ever worn.
A few days later and I’m in the El Cap meadows in
the valley floor. I never truly got to look up and
appreciate the size of it before we set off. So now
I’m catching up, spending days doing what I’d
dreamed of doing when I was on the wall; reading a

a book in the
shade of a tree,
drinking water
and watching the
climbers, tiny
dots on the wall.
I walk along the
river till I see the
rock that we’d
looked at every
day on the wall.
It didn’t
disappoint me, it
was big and you
have to swim to
get to it. The
water was clear
and cold as I
walked in and
then start to
swim. I clambered up onto the rock, dripping water
and I lay down on top of it to let the sun rewarm
me before I swim back to the beach. I can’t help
but laugh as I imagine the people up on the wall
looking down at me.

Over the Garden Wall
Trowie parades his
pins at the
President’s Meet,
giving some ladies
a wee bit of
excitement mixed
with shock and
awe.

Who ate all the ( Scottish) pies during the
week in Glencoe? and who tried to set fire to
the 17th century Kinghouse Hotel, on
Rannoch Moor.

Not to outdone in the
showing a leg stakes,
H shows that on yer
bike sometimes
becomes “off yer
bike”..and gets a
belated Tat at the
Christmas nibbles
night. and Stacey
takes a keen interest!
Geoff, This a bus! Pic by Pete H
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Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
The Plough
Leicester Road
Hinckley
Every Thursday 9.00pm
hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org
Go to the web site to check the Forum
OUTSIDENOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com
Email: inedwards@hotmail.com
Tel: 01455 274174

Nat B is the new treasurer with Rich as the enforcer
as the new membership secretary and he’s after
your subs. Such good value at £20

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
!

A day in the hills cures most ills
Meets
I!n addition to the monthly meets, There are a range of
activities including climbing, walking and mountain biking, all
arranged on an ad-hoc basic at the The New Plough Pub on
Thursday evenings or on the club Forum. And don’t forget the
“Saga Louts” for midweek walking.
To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 and pay a deposit
of £5.
Huts
Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food
for the weekend and your kit. All huts and hostels have
cooking facilities although some members use the local
hostelry. All huts have showers with the exception of one,
Most huts are heated and where possible, ladies have a room to
themselves.
Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club
huts and not Holiday Cottages. Some are suitable for family
groups, some are not. Check with Ed on this one.
Be Green.. try and share cars, again check with Ed to see who is
going.
And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod

Kit.
If you need to borrow kit, the club has some harnesses,
crampons, ice axes and
helmets. Members of this
club are renowned for
hanging on to kit, sacs,
waterproofs and even boots.
Ask!
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Skittles Night, Croft

APR
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CONISTON Lakes
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WHIT WEEK venue tbc
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NANT GWYNANT N Wales
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FRENCH PYRENEES

AUG
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Stanton Beer Fest & BBQ

AUG

16

STAIR Lakes

SEP

6

OCT

18

NOV 15
DEC

Climbing
Climbing takes place most Tuesday evenings at the
wall at Warwick: Thursdays evenings at The Tower,
Beaumont Leys, and at other times at Red Point, Creation
etc and on real rock if the weather allows.
Check the forum for details
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SEATHWAITE Lakes
PRESIDENTS MEET, Edale
CAPEL CURIG N Wales
MALHAM Yorks Open Meet

